
Global Dairy Directions

An overview



What’s different about this approach …?

• Our Global Dairy Directions is an analysis of market fundamentals 

based on supply and demand variables that drive commodity prices 

over time.  

• Our approach is holistic – it takes a global view of dairy markets, the 

influences across major regions and accounts for milk from farm to 

wholesale.

• The world is rapidly changing, and we believe that when you forecast, 

you should forecast often. We are constantly watching the issues that 

affect market developments and we update our market outlook each 

month.

• Forward analysis in the increasingly complex world can’t rely on 

models or machine learning. We believe a sound basis for looking 

into the future and assessing risks and opportunities incorporates a 

dynamic simulation framework for thinking informed by insights and 

judgements on variables that will affect the outlook. 

• We are dairy analysts with decades of experience and an extensive 

global network. We use our deep understanding of global dairy to 

challenge and inform our outlook.

• Little is to be gained by being protective of knowledge or precious 

about methodology.  We offer a transparent approach – users can 

access our Dairy Trade Simulator where assumptions and formulas are 

clear and can be flexed based on in-house views and intel.  

• We are happy to account for our track record. Users have access to 

past comparisons of projected fundamentals and actual prices so our 

performance can be assessed. 

Overview
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What is it?

• A comprehensive analysis of global dairy trade – containing all 

production and global trade data for major commodities, forecast supply 

and demand monthly for 2 years and annually for 10 years.

• The platform is underpinned by our unique Dairy Trade Simulator (DTS), 

allowing dynamic modelling and analysis of the outlook.

• A continuously-updated rolling outlook – we draw on a wide range of 

sources to continually monitor and analyse global developments and 

forward indicators, updating the DTS and analysis outputs monthly.

The key take-outs

• Projected commodity values – based on market fundamentals derived 

from demonstrated historical supply-chain influences on value.

• Market tension – a relative measure (as an index) of market balance 

based on estimated milk powder stocks in the hands of exporters.

• The impact on farmgate milk values – in different regions based on 

typical product mix, conversion costs and exchange rates.

• Sensitivity and “what-if” analysis – the impact on market tension and 

commodity values based on changes in key variables.

• Trade trends – analysis over time by product group, market region and 

exporter, comparing volumes and spot prices.

How is it being used?

The platform is used by clients across the global dairy supply chain - from 

manufacturers to ingredient buyers and customers – to: 

• Assist risk management decision-making;  

• Support in-house analysis; and/or 

• Provide input to strategy, planning and budgeting.

Global Dairy Directions
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Quarterly outlook

• The package is produced near the end of each calendar year quarter 

(March, June, Sept, Dec); 45-50 pages

• This provides:

– Comprehensive explanation of the outlook, global, by commodity

– Sensitivity of key variables and influences

– Analysis of “hot items” – explanation, issues, modelled analyses

– Regional supply/demand analysis

• Tailored for client market regions

Directions monthly 

• Produced in intervening months; point-form summary, 9-10 pages

• The coverage includes:

– Changes in the outlook from previous update

– Discussions of key “moving parts” 

– Sensitivity of major variables to change

– Implications for market tension and value projections

– Identifies altered assumption variables from previous outlook

• The DTS database and outlook is updated each month

Trade Insights monthly 

• Produced month-end, mailed with Quarterly outlook or Directions 

newsletter;  point-form summary; 12-14 pages

• Provides update on the recent historical trade data

• Coverage includes:

– High-level indicators of trends (milk equivalents, milk solids, tonnes)

– Total market, products, regions

– Focus issue(s) in each edition

Analysis products
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Insights

The DTS is a large simulation tool that provides users with the ability to:

• Benefit from a holistic market view – to see what matters and doesn’t

• Assess important “hot items” for dairy markets - drill into the major 

factors affecting the supply and demand balance, and the significance 

of their impact on forward market tension and commodity values

• Rapidly evaluate impacts of change – quickly gain an understanding of 

the effect of changes in variables and risks to which a user is exposed

• Build dynamic scenarios for combined changes in any number of 

outlook assumptions – these can be shared, compared (e.g. for high-

low cases) and stored

• Drill into specific issues affecting the outlook – such as scenarios for 

unravelling the “butter crisis” and treatment of the SMP intervention 

stockpile 

Convenience

The DTS brings everything into one place, for time and cost efficiency:

• The tool is built in MS Excel which is widely used, providing no 

software conflict issues within client systems. It does not require 

strong excel skills – it is designed for easy access and management

• It offers packaged, comprehensive and cost-effective data (including 

trade data) covering the global supply chain, saving research and data 

acquisition costs

• Data sets from 2010 onwards are collected by us, sorted, maintained, 

and ready-to-use within the DTS

• A prompt, frequent update of a global outlook for dairy markets

• A means to systemize the use and analysis of business intel, driving 

improved analysis of risks, supporting decision-making 

The benefits in using the DTS
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Key features/insights 

• Projections of fundamental values (as a proxy for price 

forecasts) for key commodity product series in European, 

Oceania and US markets. 

• Commodity dashboards summarising balance sheet and 

outlook fundamentals

• Measures of global “market tension” based on changes in 

estimated ingredient stocks in the hands of major exporters

• Scenario management tools (Simulator version) that allow 

users to build, share and store scenarios

– This enables scenario comparison, carrying forward and 

sharing of views with colleagues

• Trade data extracts (different access levels are available, 

detailed over the page) based on a number of search criteria, 

enabling ready analysis of commodity product trade:

– By exporter

– By destination market by product

– By grouped destination markets or regions by product

This is presented in tabular and map format.

• Exporter balance sheets for key commodity products

– Including EU SMP and EU butter balance sheet outlooks

• China and Mexico analysis

– Estimates of internal market dynamics and import 

requirements

• Trade trends and insights

• Milk valorisation worksheets for key European, NZ and US 

commodity series based on forward price signals

What you get in the DTS
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How it works

• A client enters into a User Licence for a period of 12 months. 

Multi-year arrangements are optional, but the licence does not 

require a commitment of longer than 12 months.

• There is one licence per client corporate group. This allows 

multiple users across divisions & locations. Users are provided 

with a desktop “client version” of the DTS.

• There are three versions – Insights, Navigator and full Simulator, 

with different features outlined on the right.

• As a desktop version, client models are only connected to 

Freshagenda’s system for one-way updates of data, but client 

views on outlook parameters (assumptions) remain confidential, 

and in the hands of the user.

• The DTS is updated through a cloud-server as data is available 

with actual supply chain and trade data & Freshagenda’s forward 

assumptions, which are generally revised monthly with each 

update to our market outlook. Monthly revisions in outlook 

assumptions are made late in each month. 

• Updated DTS model files are shared through either a secure 

webpage (which is a specific page for each user) on our website 

or through a SharePoint folder for users to download. Each user 

is emailed to notify a revised model is available.

• On induction to the DTS, up-front tutorial assistance is provided 

(of up to 8 hrs) to develop familiarity with the model, and usage 

tips.

• A User guide is issued and updated at regular intervals.

• Trial periods of up to 3 months are available for users to 

evaluate the platform prior to committing to a licence. This is a 

popular option, taken by most users of the platform.

Licencing the DTS
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Insights Navigator Simulator

Key outlook indicators ✓ ✓ ✓

Daily data updates ✓ ✓ ✓

Projected fundamental values (PFVs) ✓ ✓ ✓

Commodity dashboards ✓ ✓ ✓

Balance sheets (by exporter/commodity) ✓ ✓ ✓

Trade data analysis (regional) ✓ ✓ ✓

Visibility of PFV workings ✓ ✓

“What if” impacts of major drivers (on PFVs) ✓ ✓

Commodity focus (with major assumption 

variability)
✓

Insight versions for corporate users ✓

Full variability of all projection assumptions ✓

Custom capacity utilisation analysis* ✓ ✓

Data requests/support ✓

Trade data query functions (country) ✓

Scenario development tools ✓ ✓



Major contents

This model is an option to the DTS tools for less-involved 

participants, providing a conveniently packaged set of summary 

indicators and other relevant data presented in dashboard 

layouts. 

As with our DTS models, this is updated as data changes and 

connected to our cloud database.

The key contents are:

• Commodity milk values expressed in farmgate milk 

equivalents based on weekly data from Australia, NZ, Europe 

and US

• Comparative commodity prices from major producers 

• Projected commodity values based on futures prices and 

Freshagenda’s projected fundamentals 

• Milk production indicators including pasture growth from a 

number of key production regions, grain prices, cattle prices, 

culling/slaughter rates and other margin indicators

• Critical global market indicators drawn from our DTS 

including milk output, market tension and stocks-to-use 

measures.

• Global trade trends by commodity and market region

• A regional trade map that provides trends and absolute trade 

volumes by exporter and commodity

Dashboard 
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